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Abstract
Most linguists consider Gender as a grouping of nouns into
classes of masculine, feminine, and sometimes neutral such that the
choice of a noun of a given class syntactically has an effect on the
form of some other words or elements of the sentence or discourse
(such as articles, adjectives, and pronouns). The objective of this
work is to draw the attention of translators and students of
translation to the significance of the context in disambiguating the
gender of the first person singular pronoun when translating from
English into Arabic. This will lead to improvement in the quality of
texts translated from English into Arabic. We shall first discuss the
translation problems due to types of gender especially grammatical,
pronominal and social gender. We will move on to the overview
containing various views of this linguistic area in both Arabic and
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English, then a description of the approach and the data follows .
We conclude this paper with some remarks on the role of the
context in determining gender. Finally, we are going to analyze
three sentences translated by a group of students in the Dept. of
Translation, College of Arts, Universty of Mosul trying to
disambiguate the gender of each sentence searching the clue to help
the translator choose the appropriate Arabic translation of each
English sentence.
Translation Problems due to types of Gender:

1. Grammatical and Pronominal Gender
According

to

Pauwels

(2003:557),

languages

with

a

"grammatical gender" system categorize nouns into gender classes
on

the

basis

of

morphological

or

phonological

features.

Grammatical gender may cause translators some difficulties when
they translate from source languages in which gender is differently
grammaticalized compared with the target language like:
Arabic

English

Gender

 قغى انرشجًحٙأَا ؽانة ف

I am a (male) student in Masculine
translation Dept.

 قغى انرشجًحٙأَا ؽانثح ف

I am a (female) student
in translation Dept.
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If we trace this gender problem we shall find that Arab
students consider that every "I" in a sentence represents  أَاand the
other elements in the sentence like verbs, adjectives and
complements as formally unmarked for masculine. Students do not
relate their translations with context which may cause shifts in them.
According to A.Z Guiora (1983) in English ,biological gender is of
some importance only in the selection of the personal pronouns
"he", "she "and "it" ; it figures nowhere else in the morphology .
The Arabic language on the other hand pays more attention to sex
since it determines the selection of grammatical forms. This point is
very important in the study of gender since the students of
translation should pay attention to the morphological differences
between the two languages as to other linguistic aspects .
English has a pronominal gender system based on semantic
criteria that are reflected only in personal possessive and reflexive
third-person pronouns. The use of he, she and it is determined by
simple principles: "male humans are masculine (he), female humans
are feminine (she) and anything else is neuter (it)". (Paulwels 2003:
557) In Arabic, on the other hand, there are two genders: masculine
and feminine. The first is used for male creatures and formally
unmarked nouns referring to inanimate things; the latter is used for
female creatures and for formally marked nouns referring to
inanimate things.
3
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Al-Qinai (2000) draws our attention to the problems the
translators may encounter in translating pronominal gender from
English to Arabic. If we translate the following example into
English we shall find that the underlined pronoun

 ْاindicates

feminine gender while in English it is a neuter (it). So, the translator
must be aware of such a pronominal problem
Arabic

Gender

English

Gender

أٌْا ذًطش تغضاسج

Feminine

It is raining heavily

Neuter

2. Social gender
This is a term that deals with two semantic levels: The features
[male/ female] refer to the natural gender of the person referred
to; nouns with these features (e.g. woman, ايشأج, man,  )سجمpossess,
therefore, a gender-specifying function. Nouns like lawyer
( حٛ يحاي/ٙ )يحايor secretary ( شجٛ عكشذ/شٛ )عكشذon the contrary, have
no gender-specifying function. Nevertheless, often the features
'generally male’, 'generally female1, respectively, are assigned to
these words as a reflection of normative societal conditions."
(ibid. 1990) For example:
English

Arabic

One of my lawyers did not attend the session

 انجهغحٙٛحؼش احذ يحايٚ نى

One of my lawyers did not attend the session  انجهغحٙاذٛنى ذحؼش إحذٖ يحاي
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This example indicates discrepancy in translators' expectation
of the social gender of a 'lawyer'. Al-Qinai (ibid.) concludes, "As no
clues are given in the text as to the sex of the referent, the translators
have to make their choice in accordance with the knowledge they
possess of the source community. If we translate this phrase into
Arabic: ( ٙاذٛ )إحذٖ يحايit signifies that the lawyer was a female and
the contrary is true if we translate it as )ٙٛ (أحذ يحايit signifies the
lawyer was a male .

Overview
Due to the fact that they belong to different families of
languages, obviously there are differences between Arabic and
English on one or more linguistic levels. In Arabic, it is commonly
believed that in terms of gender, forms are divided into masculine
and feminine. This formal division is made according to:
(a) The referent's biological sex as in the following examples:
Arabic

English

Gender

ٔنذ

boy

Masculine

تُد

girl

feminine
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(b) Conventions as shown in the following examples:
Arabic

English

Gender

أعذ

lion

Masculine

عٕق

market

feminine

(c) However, there are forms, which can be either feminine or
masculine like:
Arabic

English

Gender

ٍٛعك
عالح

knife
weapon

Masculine/ feminine
Masculine/ feminine

More importantly, suffixing it with one of the following can
feminize a masculine form:
(a) The linked taa'
English

Arabic

A male engineer

يُٓذط
يُٓذعح

A female engineer

(b) al Alif that can be abbreviated or shortened (al Maqsūra)
Arabic

English

االتٍ األكثش
ٖانثُد انكثش

The oldest son
The oldest daughter
6
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(c) al Alif that can be long or lengthened (al Alif al Mamdūdah)
Arabic

English

ٍحغ

good looking (male)

حغُاء

good looking (female)

However in Arabic, there are nouns which are formally
feminine but functionally masculine e.g. Hamza, Talha and
Zakariya )اٚ(حًضج ٔؽهحح ٔصكش
All of these are Arabic proper nouns.
In terms of concord, Canterino )1975) claims that any changes
in the gender of the referent will lead to changes at the phrasal and
sentential levels e.g.
Arabic

English

ٙٔنذ رك
حٛتُد رك

A clever boy
A clever sirl

On the same line W. Wright (1967) claims that in most Arabic
non-imperative sentences, when the gender of the referent changes,
there are morphological verbal changes:
Arabic

English

ْٕ ؽشق انثاب
 ؽشقد انثابْٙ

He knocked the door
She knocked the door
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However, Wright (ibid.) claims that there is no morphological
verbal change in this kind of sentence when the sentence is uttered
by a singular male or female speaker whatever the tense of that
sentence:
Arabic

English

Tense

Gender

أؽشق انثاب

I knock the
door

Non-past
(imperfect)

Masculine/
feminine

ؽشقد انثاب

I knocked the
door

past (perfect)

Masculine/
feminine

The same can be said about the sentences uttered by plural
male or female speakers:
Arabic

English

Tense

Gender

َطشق انثاب

We knock the
door

non- past
(imperfect)

Masculine/
feminine

ؽشقُا انثاب

We knocked
the door

past (perfect)

Masculine/
feminine

This also is the case when the sentence is imperative directed
to two male or female addressees like:
Arabic

ؽشق انثاب
اُ ا

English

Tense

you two
Imperative
knock the door directed to two

8
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Now let us move on to see how gender agreement is achieved
in English. It is commonly believed that gender is not very
important in English if it is compared with other languages like
Arabic. For example a nominal phrase like: 'A clever student' Can
be used in English with either feminine or masculine referent, i.e.
there is no need to inflect the determinative and the adjective to
agree with head noun of the phrase which stays unchanged. On the
other hand the phrase:
Arabic

English

ٙؽانة رك

A clever male student

is used only with amale referent while it can not be used with a
feminine referent unless the determinative and the adjective are
inflected to agree with the feminine head noun of the phrase. Then
the phrase becomes:
Arabic

English

حٛؽانثح رك

A clever female student

It is also commonly believed that at the sentence level the
gender of the complement in English does not determine the choice
of the subject pronoun unlike in Arabic. Let us go back to our
previous example " a clever student ". This nominal phrase can be
used equally with the pronouns "he" or "she" or by implication any
other singular pronoun while the Arabic phrase " ٙ " ؽانة ركagrees
9
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only with the pronoun "ْٕ" (he) and the phrase " حٛ " ؽانثح ركagrees
only with the pronoun "ْٙ" (she). We will, therefore, have two
different nominal phrases in terms of gender in two different Arabic
sentences while we will have the same nominal phrase in the
corresponding English ones:
Arabic

English

Gender

ْٕٙ ؽانة رك
حٛ ؽانثح ركْٙ

He is a clever student

Masculine

She is a clever student

Feminine

After this brief account, let us move on to discuss the approach
and the data of this work.

The approach
This section is devoted to describing the approach applied to
the analysis and the data. As mentioned earlier, in this work we are
going to draw mainly on assumptions made by Brown & Yule
(1983) who claim that their views are universal. They maintain that
the discourse analyst/hearer should be equipped with some
principles, which could help him/her interpret what he/she
encounters. They cite two main principles. These are:
(a) The principle of local interpretation.
(b) The principle of Analogy.

10
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For the purpose of this work, we are going to confine
ourselves to the first principle; the principle of local interpretation.
Before embarking on examining this principle, it should be noted
here that this principle is applicable to translation for the following
reasons:
i) The translator is a discourse analyst because he/she (whether
trained or by trade) has to analyze the original text before
translating it.
ii) This principle is devised to enable the analyst or the hearer to
extract interpretations from stretches of the language spoken or
written.
It goes without saying then that the translator is a person
whose task is to arrive at an interpretation of a written stretch of the
language. This interpretation can only be achieved by reading and
analyzing the text. According to this principle the analyst should be
able to utilize his/her knowledge of the world and his/her previous
experience of similar events. Let's consider this example:
Arabic

 انشٓش انصانسٙأَا حايم ف

English
I am in the third month of my pregnancy

We can specify the gender of the speaker on the basis of our
knowledge of the world. That is because that pregnancy is a
biological quality associated with just one sex. Any mention,
11
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therefore, of one sex in this situation mutually excludes the other.
Thus the gender of the speaker in the above example can easily be
identified.
In English-Arabic translation, guided by the principle of local
interpretation, the translator should expand the text or the context to
the limit where he/she could find clues helpful to produce cohesive,
coherent and genderwise appropriate translation. These clues could
be linguistic and/or extra linguistic and could delimit the gender
and/or the number of the speaker(s) or addressee(s). He/she should
also be attentive to the constancy of the entities referred to in the
text or context.
How to determine Gender?
One may ask about the types of clues the translator seeks to
find. As Lotfi (1990) suggests there is a number of signaling
expressions in written texts enlightening the translator and helping
him/her determine the gender of the speaker in texts with a high
frequency of the first person singular pronouns. These are:
1) Expressions almost exclusively used by one sex not the other, like:
Arabic

English

شفشج حالقح
ِاحًش شفا

Razor blade
Lipstick

12
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2) Biological qualities exclusively associated with one sex not the other:
Arabic

English

انحًم

Pregnancy

ّحالقح انٕج

Face-shaving

3) The existence of common nouns likes:
English

Arabic

husband

صٔض

Wife

صٔجح

4) Titles of address:
English

Arabic

Mr./Mrs./Miss

 آَغح/ذجٛ ع/ذٛع

Sir/Madam

ذجٛ ع/ ذٛع

5) The availability of formally inflected English expressions like:
English

Arabic

Actress

يًصهح

ambassador

شٛعف

6) The availability of gender clarifying expressions like
English

Arabic

Male nurse

يًشع

Woman teacher

يذسعح

13
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7) The availability of proper nouns:
English

Arabic

Gender

Linda

نُذا

Feminine

Tom

ذٕو

Masculine

Lotfi also claims that when these linguistic clues are not
available in the written text or they are not sufficient, the translator
should 'hunt' for extra-linguistic clues available in or through the
context. These are:
a) The photo of the speaker (s)
b) The voice of the speaker (s)
c) The medium through which the text is communicated. For
example, texts written in a publication associated with one sex not
the other (Woman's Own) are mostly written by members of that
gender.

Data Analysis
In this section we are going to analyze three sentences
translated by a group of fourth year students in the Translation Dept.
College of Arts/University of Mosul trying to disambiguate the
gender of each sentence searching the clue to help the translator
choose the appropriate Arabic translation of each English sentence.
To reach this aim we will try to find out any possible clue that helps
14
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in analyzing any gender-problematic sentence making clear the type
of gender in translating a sentence from Arabic into English and
vise versa.
Here are symbols that will be used in this analysis:
Symbol

Meaning

Eng.Sent

English Sentence

Ara.Tra

Arabic Translation

Ambiguity

No gender clue

F

Female

M

Male

The following questionnaire was designed for the purpose of
this paper:
1) I am a student in the translation Dept. I would like to study
Shakespearean plays.
2) I am an Iraqi resident in USA.
3) I completed my study though I was pregnant.
Let us start with sentence (1); it looks ambiguous in terms of
gender. Let us analyze this sentence on its own.

15
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Sentence (1)
Eng.Sent

1- 1 am a student in the translation Dept. I
would like to study Shakespearean plays.

Ara.Tra

اخٛ قغى انرشجًح اسغة تذساعح يغشحٙ أَا ؽانة ف.1
)M( شٛشكغث
اخٛ قغى انرشجًح اسغة تذساعح يغشحٙ أَا ؽانثح ف.2
)F( شٛشكغث

Ambiguity

No gender clues

For the reasons mentioned earlier, translation students
followed the first translation using the masculine gender.
It would never occur to them (unless instructed) that the
speaker is feminine. This sentence is ambiguous in terms of gender
and is absolutely unhelpful to the students in determining the gender
of the speaker and that is because the sentence is neutral for gender.
Definitely the students here came up with a cohesive and coherent
Arabic translation for one obvious reason that they took it for
granted that every "I" in any sentence indicates a male speaker.
Let's move to Sentence (2) and see how the students translated it:
Sentence (2)
Eng.Sent
Ara.Tra
Ambiguity

I am an Iraqi resident in USA

حٛكٚاخ انًرحذج األيشٚ انٕالٙى فٛ يقٙ أَا ػشاق.1
حٛكٚاخ انًرحذج األيشٚ انٕالًٙح فٛح يقٛ أَا ػشاق.2
Unambiguous
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Because of the reasons mentioned earlier, the students
followed the first rendering but when they saw the signature (clue)
in the end of the sentence they realized that the gender is female
then consequently they followed the second translation.
Complement of (2)
Eng.Sent
Ara.Tra
Ambiguity

(signed by) Fatima Ahmed

غ فاؽًح أحًذٛذٕق
Unambiguous

There is no problem when we translate from Arabic into
English though there is some Arabic nouns which can be either male
or female like  طثاح ٔطفاءdepending on the context in determining
the gender of these nouns but when we translate from English into
Arabic the ambiguity will be removed. So, the students therefore
usually come up with inconsistent translations in terms of gender
when dealing with sentences like the one above. To avoid such
inconsistency in translation, the translator is required to be guided
by clues available in or through the context (like the proper name
above).
For contrastive and comparative purposes let us focus our
attention on sentences (1) and (2) first and then deal individually
with sentence (3). In sentence (1) translation students felt that every
"I" represents a male singular speaker so they followed the first

17
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rendering (male) .In sentence (2) when they noticed that the
signature was entailed which is a linguistic clue they realized that
the gender is female.
Now let us go to sentence (3) which is ambiguous in terms of
gender and analyze it.
Sentence (3)
Eng.Sent

I completed my study though I was pregnant.

Ara.Tra

 حايمَٕٙ سغى كٙأكًهد دساعر

Ambiguity

Unambiguous

This sentence was highly significant to translation students
because it would help them interpret the gender of other problematic
sentences in the text. This sentence represents the biological
differentiation between male and female, so the students rendered it
directly and without having any difficulties concerning the female
gender.

18
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Conclusion
English has three genders, masculine, feminine and neuter
while Arabic has two genders, masculine and feminine. Very few
nouns are marked for gender in English; thus gender is more
relevant to pronouns. Verbs and Adjectives have no gender or are
not involved in gender agreement. Most Arabic nouns are marked
for gender, which is also relevant to pronouns, verbs and adjectives.
If our approach is plausible and our choice of data is convincing, we
may come up with the following concluding notes. An unambiguous
rendering of a gender- problematic sentence can be secured by
expanding the context to the limit where a clue (linguistic or extra
linguistic) can be spotted. This, at the text level, will in turn lead to
a cohesive, coherent and gender wise accurate translated text. Any
change in the gender-specific sentence results in a formal change in
the gender- problematic sentence signaling a change in the gender
of the speaker. A gender-free sentence is unhelpful in securing
an unambiguous rendering of the gender-problematic sentence.
Linguistic clues are not the only ones which enable the translator or
the translation beginners to obtain an unambiguous translation. This
implies that extra linguistic clues are as important as the linguistic
ones in disambiguating the gender of the first person singular.
Non-linguistic clues need separate and detailed investigation for
consideration of time and space.
19
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هلخص

االلتباس يف متييز اجلنش يف الرتمجة هن االنكليزية إىل العربية
أ .م .د.حموذ عبذاهلل داؤود

(*)

و م .باحث حموذ جاصن حموذ

(**)

ٚؼذ يؼظى انهغٕ ٍٛٚانجُظ ذظُٛفا ً نألعًاء إنٗ طُف :ٍٛيزكش ٔ يؤَس ٔفٙ
تؼغ األحٛاٌ ٚؼاف إنًٓٛا طُف آخش ْٕ انًحاٚذَّ .
ٔإٌ اخرٛاس االعى يٍ أحذ ْزِ
األطُاف نّ ذأشٛش ف ٙانكهًاخ ٔػُاطش انجًهح ٔيٍ ػًُٓا أدٔاخ انجش ٔانظفاخ
ٔانؼًائش.
اٌ انٓذف يٍ ْزِ انذساعح ْٕ نفد اَرثاِ انًرشجًٔ ٍٛؽهثح انرشجًح إنٗ
أًْٛح انُض نكشف انغًٕع انخاص تانجُظ انؼائذ إنٗ ػًٛش انًركهى ػُذ
انرشجًح يٍ االَكهٛضٚح إنٗ انؼشتٛحْٔ ،زا ٚؤد٘ إنٗ ذحغَٕ ٍٛػٛح انُظٕص
انًرشجًح يٍ االَكهٛضٚح إنٗ انؼشتٛح.
ٚرُأل ْزا انثحس أٔال يشكالخ انرشجًح انخاطح تإَٔاع انجُظٔ،العًٛا
انُحٕٚح ٔاالجرًاػٛح ٔانًرؼهقح تانؼًائش ،شى ٚرُأل ٔجٓاخ انُظش انًرؼذدج يٍ
انُاحٛح انهغٕٚح نكهرا انهغر ٍٛانؼشتٛح ٔاالَكهٛضٚح ٔيٍ شى ٔطف نذساعح خاطح
أػذْا ض ٕٚل ٔض تشأٌ (  )1983يغ تٛاَاذٓأ ،أفشدَا تؼغ انًالحظاخ ػٍ دٔس
انُض ف ٙذقشٚش َٕػٛح انجُظٔ .أخٛشا ٚقٕو انثحس ترحهٛم شالز جًم ذشجًٓا ؽهثح
ف ٙقغى انرشجًح ف ٙيحأنح يُٓى إلصانح انغًٕع ػٍ ذشجًح انجُظ انًٕجٕد فٙ
كم جًهح ٔتحصا ػٍ انكهًاخ انذانح ػهٗ انجُظ نًغاػذج انًرشجى ػهٗ اخرٛاس
انرشجًح انؼشتٛح انًُاعثح.
(*) قغى انرشجًح – كهٛح اٜداب  /جايؼح انًٕطم.
(**) قغى انرشجًح – كهٛح اٜداب  /جايؼح انًٕطم.
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